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Abstract. With the continuously growing amount of structured data available on the Semantic Web there is an increasing desire to replicate such data to mobile devices. This enables services and applications to operate independently of the network connection quality. Traditional replication strategies cannot be properly applied to mobile systems because they do not adapt to changing user information needs, and they do not consider the technical, environmental, and infrastructural restrictions of mobile devices. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider contextual information, gathered from physical and logical sensors, in the replication process, and replicate only data that are actually needed by the user. In this paper we present a framework that uses Semantic Web technologies to build comprehensive descriptions of the user's information needs based on contextual information, and employs these descriptions to selectively replicate data from external sources. In consequence, the amount of replicated data is reduced, while a maximum share of relevant data are continuously available to be used by applications, even in situations with limited or no network connectivity.
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1. Introduction

Mobile devices have become central parts of our everyday lives for managing our digital assets and lifestyle. Due to the convergence of traditionally separated networks and information channels and the continuing technical progress of mobile devices, network and online services can now be accessed regardless of spatial or temporal constraints: anytime, anywhere, and anyhow. In parallel, with the emergence of Web 2.0 applications the amount of structured data available on the Web and in particular on the Semantic Web has been continuously growing throughout the last years. An increasing advent of applications that utilize and integrate such data from different, distributed sources can be observed, providing additional services on top to users or software agents. This trend is even more accelerated by so-called Semantic Web 2.0 applications.

A common strategy to maintain service availability and to guarantee a certain service quality is replication of remote data sets. However, traditional replication mechanisms do not apply properly to mobile scenarios for the following reasons:

- **Technical limitations:** mobile devices are restricted in terms of memory capacity, CPU performance, power supply, and heat generation, which may hinder the local replication of large data sets.

- **Environmental, infrastructural, and security constraints:** network connectivity may be limited technically (no cellular radio coverage), economically (the network connection may be expensive), or because of security restrictions (e.g., when the network does not permit to establish a VPN connection). Consequently, in case of unstable network connections only the
most important and relevant data sets should be replicated.

Different application and operation models: mobile devices employ different application models and operating system infrastructures originating from ad-hoc and situational usage-patterns. For instance, since mobile devices use different modalities in accessing information resources and are operated in different contexts, it is more common that current tasks might be intermitted abruptly or moved to the background.

Due to these significant differences, mobile data replication should consider the importance of replicated data in relation to user tasks and activities as well as their operating environments. We therefore adopt the concepts of context and context-awareness and utilize them for replication of RDF data sets to mobile devices. This allows for a proactive, selective, and transparent replication, focusing on the user’s situation and information needs. Our proposed solution addresses these issues from two sides: first, it considers the current (and future) context of the user and, based on this information, selects subsets of remote data sources for replication. Hence, the amount of data to be replicated (i.e., to be transferred to, and stored on the mobile device) is reduced. Second, these subsets are replicated to the mobile device proactively and transparently, whenever network connectivity allows to do so. As a consequence, data are still available when no network connectivity is present, while access times are significantly reduced since data can be reused from the local replica. As a side effect, semantic technology infrastructure is brought to mobile devices, which can be utilized by any application.

This paper presents the MobiSem Context Framework, which is designed as a situation-sensible framework for Semantic Web applications running on mobile devices. It uses a loosely coupled combination of context- and data providers to populate a triple store, running on the mobile device, with data from remote sources. It considers context information acquired from the device itself or the surrounding environment, thus hiding the tasks of context acquisition and data provisioning from users and applications.

The next section (Section 2) gives an introduction to the notion of context and context-awareness, and it elaborates on how they can be augmented using Semantic Web concepts and technologies. It is followed by an overview of currently available mobile RDF frameworks and related context-aware Semantic Web projects (Section 3). The architecture of the MobiSem framework, which can be deployed to mobile devices, and technical details regarding its implementation are presented (Section 4). The feasibility of this approach is shown through a prototypical implementation of an application scenario (Section 5) followed by a comparative performance evaluation of the underlying RDF processing infrastructure (Section 6).

2. Context and Context-Awareness

For the intelligent provision of user-related data it is essential to capture the context in which the user currently operates. We aim to utilize the notion of context in order to describe and represent the user’s information needs so that relevant data sets can be proactively retrieved from external data sources in a transparent and automated manner. In this section, we provide an introduction to the concepts of context and context-awareness from a technical perspective and discuss their main problems when used in information systems. That followed, we present several areas where concepts and technologies from the Semantic Web can substantially enhance context-aware computing in mobile systems.

2.1. Context and Context-Awareness in Information Systems

Many definitions have been proliferated to the notion of context and context-awareness. Context in its widest sense is defined as “everything that surrounds a user or device and gives meaning to something” [32] as well as “anything that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity” [10]. We define the term contextual information to refer to any information that is relevant for describing the situation a user or device operates in. Consequently, context can be acquired explicitly where context related information is manually specified by the user, or implicitly where context information is captured using specific technologies such as sensors or network communication, or by
monitoring user behavior. The main focus of our framework lies on the implicit acquisition of contextual information, especially from physical sensors embedded in the device or ubiquitous sensors located in the immediate vicinity, as well as logical or software sensors that extract contextually relevant information from personal sources such as emails, calendars, or web services. In this respect, the challenge is to identify a set of relevant features used for capturing and describing a situation or parts of the environment sufficiently [4].

Basically, two forms of context-awareness can be found in information systems [17]: direct awareness shifts the process of context acquisition onto the device itself, usually by embodying sensors that autonomously obtain contextual information; e.g., location ascertainment using the device-internal GPS sensor. Indirect awareness, in contrast, captures contextual information by communicating with sensors or services via the surrounding environment or infrastructure. For instance, to capture the social context of a user, a mobile device may request data from social communities or portals; to track the user’s location, a remote geocoding service (based on the user’s IP address) may be employed.

A fundamental problem of context-sensitive systems is that there exists no general model of context and context awareness. Especially in mobile computing, the notion of context is used very ambiguously across communities and is usually defined according to specific application domains (cf. [6,28]). This problem is also reflected in the developments of mobile context-aware applications since no widely accepted and well-defined programming model exists, resulting in a tight coupling and low-level interaction between application code and context acquisition components. Consequently, interpretation and exchange of sensed values is anchored within applications in a proprietary manner. More recent approaches (e.g., [4,5]) employ a more flexible design to encapsulate device or sensor-specific APIs in dedicated components and employ a middleware infrastructure (e.g., [18,21]) for facilitating communication and interoperability between context processing components and the underlying framework, while making use of knowledge representation frameworks such as RDF for describing context information [26]. The MobiSem framework extends this idea in that it has been designed specifically to operate on mobile systems, and to use Semantic Web technologies to acquire, interpret, aggregate, store, and reason on contextual information, independent of any application or infrastructure. Semantic Web technologies and practices, which are designed as an information processing infrastructure for heterogeneous environments, can help to solve some of the issues described before, and are therefore highly relevant for the design and development of ubiquitous and mobile context-aware systems.

2.2. Dynamically Evolving Context Descriptions

Especially in technical disciplines it is a predominant practice to concentrate on sensorial and static data such as location, time, identity, activity etc. (cf. [25,30]). In such disciplines, context is predominantly considered as a representational issue, where the focus is put on its codification and representation [32]. According to that perception, context can be scoped in advance, is instance-independent, and separable from user activities [11]. The reasons for that predominant practice of utilizing context in information systems can be attributed to the adherence to existing software methodologies [32].

However, this static perception entirely neglects the dynamic aspects of context, which arise in the course of interaction and render the determination of relevance of contextual facts a priori at design time impossible. Context should be considered as an emergent phenomenon or feature of interaction that is centered around user activities [9,11,25]. Therefore, the determination of a relevant set of canonical context properties in advance is very difficult and nearly impossible [13].

To cope with this dynamic and emergent nature of context, a context processing and management framework must facilitate flexible, extensible, and open context descriptions that are not restricted to a single static vocabulary or predefined schema. Static context descriptions are not able to deal with unknown context information at runtime, but require links between different context

\footnote{That is context producers such as context acquisition components, and context consumers such as services, applications, or the device itself.}
vocabularies to be specified at design time [13]. Therefore, a fundamental requirement of our proposed context framework is the ability to handle new types of context information dynamically using well-accepted standard vocabularies to guarantee their accuracy and evolution. In this respect one can observe an analogy to the “real” Semantic Web which deals with providing infrastructure to process information in a distributed and heterogeneous manner.

A general problem of context management and processing is that of context ambiguity [10]. Most context-aware computing approaches are based on the implicit assumption that the acquired context is a 1-to-1 representation of the surrounding real-world context. Obviously, this assumption is wrong due to the inherently existing differences in the way context is sensed and represented electronically, and the way it is perceived by individuals [10,11]. Therefore, a context framework can only work on a more or less accurate representation of the surrounding real-world context, where the degree of accuracy depends on a multitude of different factors (e.g., the user’s task at hand, their information needs, personal goals, etc.). The dynamic nature of context makes it difficult to specify all relevant context parameters at a system’s design time, since in general context is always defined relative to the situation in which it is used. Modeling context in information systems is therefore never universal in that a context model encompasses all information characterizing a certain situation, but rather represents a relevant subset of the constituting characteristics [10,11]. This leads to cases of having multiple representations of the same situation differing in the accurateness and the contextual aspects they include.

Detecting all artifacts that constitute a specific context is nearly impossible and cannot be fulfilled by any context framework. However, applying reasoning and machine learning techniques only increases the accuracy of context acquisition and context recognition processes but never accounts for identifying all the possible artifacts constituting a specific context or situation respectively. Context-aware computing is always an approximation to a real-world situation rather than a 1-to-1 reflection of it.

To deal with that issue, several techniques and methodologies from different fields such as activity theory [27,32], aspect-oriented context modeling and modularization [8], or situational reasoning [5,24] have been applied to process context on higher, more abstract levels by aligning contextual aspects to abstract concepts (e.g., “business meeting”) adhering to upper-level ontologies. The idea is to aggregate and transform quantitatively acquired context artifacts into qualitative statements.

The MobiSem Context Framework follows this idea in that it provides the technical infrastructure on which additional more sophisticated layers (e.g., for situation-awareness) can be deployed. Such layers allow for aggregating the contextual artifacts acquired by the underlying framework and apply different methodologies (e.g., Bayesian networks, case-based reasoning, stochastic methods, etc.) for their interpretation, consolidation, and augmentation. Section 5 describes a use case in which new contextual information can be acquired by intelligently combing single contextual artifacts to provide a more sophisticated representation of a contextual aspect (in that case, location).

2.3. Semantic Web-based Context Representation and Processing

A general approach to systematically manage context information is to use ontologies, which provide a common structure for representing and describing information. The Resource Description Framework (RDF) enables communication and sharing of context descriptions between collaboratively communicating partners; i.e., services or devices. Its open architecture allows for the integration of different vocabularies so that context descriptions can dynamically grow and become more elaborated. Different works in the fields of pervasive and ubiquitous computing (e.g., [6,13]) have shown that both RDF(S) and OWL are appropriate languages for representing dynamic and evolving context descriptions [25]. Since these are grounded on the open world assumption, the possibility of adding new and more detailed information to existing description makes them applicable in dynamic and unpredictable environments.

Ontologies further help in matching expressed context information to application or service needs in that only relevant statements are extracted. A context consumer only needs to query for the information it is interested in, instead of process-
ing the entire context description. If parties expose context descriptions that cannot be understood by others, ontology matching algorithms can be applied in order to reconcile differences in the description semantics. Ontology alignment services [12] can be used to account for the compatibility between different context models by identifying correspondences between context descriptions and performing query transformations to better reflect domain and information space evolutions [13].

Semantic technologies facilitate both direct and indirect context-awareness, since context-related information can be acquired from external services or repositories in a structured and well-defined way based on explicitly represented semantics using open standards. Sensorial context data can be mapped to vocabularies so that sensed values are embedded in a controlled context description based on ontological semantics, where new facts can be discovered via aggregation and reasoning. In this respect, RDF simplifies the aggregation of heterogeneous context information, both on the semantic and syntactical layer.

Additionally, ontologies facilitate the interpretation of sensed or derived values to allow for their aggregation and transformation into symbolic values, i.e., transforming collected data into statements adhering to a prescribing vocabulary. Hence, context acquisition components do not need to anticipate possible queries beforehand, but provide the data they have and let the requesting components decide which information is of relevance to them.

The Semantic Web community has already developed a wide range of vocabularies that can be used to describe contextual information (including physical parameters like time\(^2\) and location\(^3\), technical parameters\(^4\), or social aspects\(^5\)). The terms defined in these vocabularies are known across communities and adhere to a well-defined and commonly understood semantics. Such vocabularies facilitate data interchange between heterogeneous systems, and are often maintained by a large number of people to guarantee their accuracy and relevance. Not being bound to a single vocabulary also adheres to the idea of dynamic and flexible context descriptions evolving in the course of user-relevant activities that can not be determined a priori—especially not at design time of a mobile system or a mobile application.

In this section, we have outlined some of the areas in context-aware computing where Semantic Web technologies can make substantial contributions in representing, processing, and sharing contextual information. The potential benefits of semantic technologies for related areas such as pervasive computing have been discussed in previous works [13]. In the following, we discuss relevant work in terms of related mobile replication approaches, mobile RDF frameworks, and existing context-aware mobile Semantic Web applications, and provide an overview of the MobSem Context Framework that implements the ideas and concepts presented in this section. We denote this form of context-aware computing as Semantic Web-based context-aware computing.

3. Related Work

For realizing our idea of making Semantic Web technologies available on mobile systems for the intelligent, context-dependent provision of user-related data, we analyzed existing Semantic Web frameworks according to their appropriateness and deployability on mobile platforms and discuss existing projects that aim to synthesize semantic technologies, mobile systems, and context-aware computing.

3.1. Mobile Data Replication

The problem of replicating data to mobile devices is not new. Standard replication strategies—as known e.g., from relational data bases—cannot be directly applied to mobile scenarios because of the special restrictions imposed by changing context parameters, as outlined in Section 2. Therefore, several algorithms were proposed that estimate the costs of data usage based on various context parameters, and adapt the used replication strategies accordingly (e.g., costs of data transmission [20], access frequency [35], location [36], or device and environment characteristics [3]). These approaches are highly optimized towards single specific context parameters but do not consider
the entire user context; especially they do not focus on the semantics of replicated data. However, they can be considered complementary to our approach since they can be used to determine the frequency of replication updates.

Several approaches follow a more generic strategy and provide architectures that are extensible w.r.t. the considered context parameters and replicated data (e.g., [19,23]). However, all these approaches are depending on a server infrastructure, on which context processing and inference tasks are performed. To the best of our knowledge, no approach exists that solely relies on processing executed on the mobile device itself, without depending on external components and services.

3.2. Mobile Semantic Web Frameworks

Typical Semantic Web frameworks like Sesame\textsuperscript{6}, Virtuoso\textsuperscript{7}, and Jena\textsuperscript{8} hide the details of RDF data processing, serialization, and query execution from higher-level applications. However, these heavy-weight systems cannot be deployed on typical mobile devices because of their limited memory and processing capacities, latencies as well as incompatible application models and operating system infrastructures [14,22]. Those framework are usually developed for powerful server or desktop computing infrastructures incorporating many-core architectures, whereas mobile devices in general contain dedicated single-core RISC-based processors whose architecture was not designed for processing huge data amounts.

Although they have proven to be powerful means to process, store, and reason over RDF data, they cannot be efficiently deployed on mobile systems due to the previously mentioned reasons and are therefore not considered in our related work analysis. Instead, we exclusively concentrated on frameworks that have been specifically designed for deployment on mobile platforms and are available as Java libraries.

3.2.1. Mobile XML Parsers

kXML\textsuperscript{9} is a lightweight XML pull parser that was specifically designed for constrained environments such as Applets or Java ME-based mobile devices. It is based on the Common XML Pull API\textsuperscript{10} and combines advantages of XML DOM and SAX parsers, such as aligning XML processing routines to the structure of an XML document and, at the same time, providing instant access to parsed document elements. It was specifically designed to be used in CLDC\textsuperscript{11} applications. However, development stalled in 2005.

NanoXML for J2ME (+RDF/OWL)\textsuperscript{12} is a J2ME port\textsuperscript{13} of the original non-validating XML parser NanoXML\textsuperscript{14} for Java, and has been extended with RDF and OWL support. It is dedicated to mobile environments and offers convenience methods for navigating and retrieving data from RDF and OWL documents such as resource or property values, but neither supports inferencing nor elaborates on RDFS/OWL semantics.

3.2.2. Mobile RDF Frameworks

**Mobile RDF**\textsuperscript{15} is a Java-based open source implementation for the RDF data model, providing a simple and easy-to-use API for accessing and serializing RDF graphs. It is specifically designed for Java ME Personal Profile\textsuperscript{16} and Connected Device Configuration (CDC)\textsuperscript{17} compliant devices, which is one of the main drawbacks of this framework since these application environments are only supported by a comparatively small amount of devices, namely those that employ a CDC-specific Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Most current and older J2ME-compliant devices deploy the more widely-used CLDC profile. It provides specific packages for creating, parsing, and serializing RDF/S and OWL ontologies, and supports RDF Schema type and property propagation rules as well as rule-based inferencing.

µJena\textsuperscript{18} is a port of the popular Jena Semantic Web framework, targeted for low-capacity mobile and embedded devices. Although its API is

\textsuperscript{6}http://www.openrdf.org
\textsuperscript{7}http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com
\textsuperscript{8}http://jena.sourceforge.net
\textsuperscript{9}http://kxml.sourceforge.net/
\textsuperscript{10}http://xmlpull.org/
\textsuperscript{11}http://java.sun.com/products/cldc/
\textsuperscript{12}http://nanoxml-j2me.sourceforge.net
\textsuperscript{13}http://java.sun.com/javame/index.jsp
\textsuperscript{14}http://devkix.com/nanoxml.php?lang=en
\textsuperscript{15}http://www.hedenus.de/rdf/index.html
\textsuperscript{16}http://java.sun.com/products/personalprofile/
\textsuperscript{17}CDC is a framework specification for deploying and sharing mobile Java applications on hardware-constraint devices such as mobile devices or set-top boxes. It defines a basic set of libraries and virtual machine features that the underlying runtime environment must exhibit.
\textsuperscript{18}http://poseidon.elet.polimi.it/ca/?page_id=59
currently in a prototypical state and only allows for processing RDF data serialized in N-Triples format, it covers the entire set of RDF modeling primitives, provides ontology and limited inference support, as well as convenience classes for handling OWL ontologies. Like in Jena, RDF data are represented on two levels: on the lower more generic level, µJena stores triple nodes, where a model API is deployed on top that offers convenience methods for accessing and manipulating RDF models.

Androjena is a more recent Jena port specifically created for the Android platform. It adopts Jena version 2.6.2 and offers all the functions and libraries Jena includes such as full RDF and ontology support, inferencing, as well as reading and writing RDF data in different serialization formats. The Androjena core libraries—as the original Jena libraries—do not include specific APIs for querying RDF data, persistence, named graphs, or support for external reasoners. However, to provide at least a minimum of query functionality, the Androjena project page also hosts the ARQoid project, which is a reduced port of Jena’s SPARQL query engine ARQ. Currently, ARQoid is in prototypical status and lacks some of ARQ’s original features such as full-text query support.

None of the existing mobile RDF frameworks fully supports queries on RDF data via SPARQL or other query languages, although Androjena provides a prototypical implementation of the Jena ARQ libraries. A storage mechanism that translates RDF data into internal storage formats used by mobile devices (e.g., the SQLite database provided natively by the Android platform) and vice versa could also not be found.

3.3. Related Semantic Web Applications

DBpedia Mobile is a location-aware mobile application, allows users to access information from the DBpedia project about the physical environment surrounding them. Users are able to receive additional information by exploring links to other resources located in the Semantic Web.

mSpace Mobile takes a similar approach, where access to related location-based information with respect to the user’s current situation is provided via a spatial browser. Considered contexts are time, space, and subject.

IYOUIT collects contextual information about certain aspects of the user’s lifestyle—such as visited places, or people met—and displays them on the Web. People are able to share their personal contexts within a community portal.

Although these projects make use of Semantic Web technologies such as RDF, the processing of contextual data is done on external servers or applications rather than on the device itself. This means, however, that in case of missing network connectivity the applications become practically useless. While a system that is deployed on the mobile device also does not allow to proactively update data from remote sources without connectivity, it provides at least a local buffer of the data that has been replicated so far, and hence allows the user to continue using the applications, although in a restricted manner. Another distinct aspect is that context acquisition and context representation is not limited to a predefined set of contextual aspects, i.e., the context descriptions created by the framework are dynamic and include as many aspects as could be acquired. Applications can process the data they are interested leading to a greater flexibility in elaborating on contextual constellations.

4. System Design and Architecture

The MobiSem framework has been specifically designed for direct deployment on mobile platforms. This allows it to acquire, process, store, and manage contextual information independently of any application or client-server infrastructure. The main goals of the MobiSem Context Framework can be summarized as follows:

- To provide a storage repository for semantic data on a mobile device. With the increasing proliferation of services based on Semantic Web technologies, the need for mechanisms to store, manipulate, and retrieve RDF data on mobile devices becomes apparent. The lo-
cal storage of RDF data on a mobile device not only reduces the dependency on a permanent network connection, but also enables the implementation of more efficient search and reasoning algorithms, and extends the user’s local information space.

- **To make efficient use of available context information.** Modern mobile devices provide a magnitude of options to capture the user’s context, which can be used to infer future information needs and adapt application and device behavior. A semantically appropriate interpretation of these context data helps to build more user-oriented applications and services and enhance to overall mobile user experience.

- **To proactively provide context-relevant data on the device.** As stated before, we cannot rely on a permanent network connection in mobile scenarios. On the other hand, we can infer future information needs from the user’s current context information and thus proactively retrieve data from remote data sources to the mobile device that might become relevant in the future, and buffer it using the local storage repository.

- **To provide the technical infrastructure for high-level context processing.** The dynamic and flexible characteristic of our context framework enables the deployment of additional high-level context recognition and utilization services on mobile devices to enable situation-awareness (cf. [1,15,24,31,33]). The framework facilitates almost all aspects of a mobile context processing and management architecture and serves as a foundation for the systematic management and exchange of context descriptions using open semantic standards.

To realize these goals it is necessary to combine the processing of context information with the local replication of remote data sources. However, it is also necessary to keep the framework design as flexible as possible; it depends on the capabilities of the mobile device which context information can be tracked. Further, the user’s information needs might evolve over time, hence the approach cannot be restricted to a fixed set of remote data sources and should be flexible enough to enable the dynamic integration of new potential context sources on the fly.

We have decided to decouple the tasks of context acquisition and data replication (cf. Figure 1). Context relevant data are retrieved by dedicated components (called context providers) and are converted into RDF-based context descriptions. These descriptions are aggregated to an RDF-based *global context model* that is used by data providers to replicate RDF data to the device. Replicated data are stored in a local *triple store* and made available through a *data access API*. A loose, data-based coupling between context providers and data providers is realized through a *context dispatcher*, which is notified every time a context provider detects a change in a context source it observes. The context dispatcher aggregates, consolidates, and reasons on context information, and forwards them to the appropriate data provider components.

This architecture exhibits two significant advantages in comparison to server-based approaches, as it does not require context information to be transferred outside the mobile device. First, the system does not depend on the availability of an external system. Second, all contextual data (which may include highly private information, like the current position, contacts, appointments, and so on) are processed only on the mobile device, which reduces security and privacy issues.

In the following, we describe in more detail the individual system components.

**Context Providers** We employ two types of context providers: *primary* (i.e., active) and *complementary* (i.e., passive) context providers. Primary context providers encapsulate a hardware or software sensor and become active whenever a change in a context source is detected. Complementary, that is passive or re-active context providers react according to changes in primary context providers and become active whenever a corresponding primary context provider delivers an updated context model. They complement the contextual data retrieved from primary context providers by taking these context descriptions as input for initiating their acquisition tasks (*context augmentation*).

To provide the necessary flexibility in acquiring context-relevant data, context providers implement their own logic and heuristics for transforming any kind of input data (either sensorial or
web-based content) into an RDF-based context description by using well-defined and well-accepted semantic vocabularies. As previously outlined, the acquisition of contextual data should not be restricted to capture sensorial data exclusively since the Internet and Web 2.0 applications in particular provide excellent sources for gathering context-relevant data. Context providers therefore are able to request data from four different types of sources:

(i) **Hardware sensors** that are integrated into the mobile system such as GPS module, luminosity sensor, camera etc. Most modern mobile platforms provide specific APIs for accessing and utilizing locally deployed hardware sensors.

(ii) **Ubiquitous sensors or devices** that are located in the physical environment [16]. Such sensors must provide open accessible interfaces based on open network and access protocols.

(iii) **Web applications** such as Facebook\(^\text{24}\), LinkedIn\(^\text{25}\) etc. often contain useful information w.r.t the users’ social relationships. Online and Linked Data repositories in particular provide magnitudes of freely available context-relevant data that can be exploited for complementing sensorially captured data.

(iv) **Software or logical sensors** that allow for monitoring user or application behavior to deduce on the type of data that is relevant to the user in a specific situation.

By employing logical sensors, the acquisition of user-related contexts is emphasized. Such sensors can be adjusted towards a particular system infrastructure to gather context-relevant information by monitoring system processes to deduce information about the currently running applications as well as the data they operate on\(^\text{26}\). Context providers can make use of context descriptions from other context providers as well as external data sources; e.g., a component may use the GPS coordinates provided by another context provider to look up names of the current location using an external service\(^\text{27}\).

**Orchestration Framework** To facilitate this kind of cooperation between decoupled context providers, an orchestration framework dynamically routes data between context providers based on the type of context information they provide. It orchestrates context providers in form of a directed acyclic graph. Within this graph, primary context providers represent starting nodes, while complementary context providers represent adja-

\(^{24}\)http://developers.facebook.com/

\(^{25}\)http://developer.linkedin.com/index.jspa

\(^{26}\)We implemented softwares sensors that track user queries issued to various mobile applications such as browsers or the internal ‘quicksearch’-function on an Android device.

\(^{27}\)See Figure 4 in Section 5 for an example.
cent nodes. Edges represent data flow between context providers; i.e., they indicate compatibility in terms of contextual data so that the data delivered by one context providers can be further processed by another context provider.

The orchestration framework analyzes the data description of each context provider. Such a data description consists of sets of mandatory and optional namespaces as well as terms, which can be processed as input data by the respective context provider, as well as namespaces and terms that the context provider uses in its output data.

Figure 2 depicts an excerpt of an exemplary data description. This complementary context provider extracts contact data from acquired calendar data. A data description consists of an input description (indicated by the ddesc:input property) and an output description (indicated by ddesc:output property). The former specifies the data a context provider needs for performing its acquisition tasks. It may contain multiple ddesc:vocabulary properties, covering the case that context providers may be capable of processing data described with different vocabularies. Multiple vocabulary properties are interpreted by the orchestration framework as alternatives, that is, they are interpreted as being connected with a logical or.

A vocabulary specification consists of three parts: the ddesc:namespace property, which holds the vocabulary's namespace that is used for an upper-level orchestration, and the ddesc:concepts and ddesc:properties statements, which specify mandatory and optional concepts and properties that the context provider processes. The latter specifications allow for a detailed, element-level orchestration of context providers.

Additionally, a data description specifies the namespaces and terms that the context provider emits as output data (indicated by the ddesc:output property). This property is mandatory for all context providers. The output description follows the schema of the input description, consisting of parts for vocabulary, concepts, and properties. In contrast to the input specification, the output specification may consist only of mandatory elements.

The orchestration framework can be configured to either perform a loose orchestration on the namespace level, or a detailed one by considering concepts and properties given by the context providers' data descriptions. When a new context provider is found in the system, the orchestration manager analyzes its data description and based on its configuration integrates the context provider in the orchestration graph. While running completely decoupled from the context framework, rebalancing the orchestration graph does not affect context acquisition tasks as such.

The orchestration graph is represented as an adjacency matrix whose values are decimal numbers between 0 and 1, indicating the degree of compatibility between two context providers. The matching value for each pair of context providers is computed by a matching algorithm based on configurable scores for correspondences on the namespace, concept, and property levels. The matching algorithms performs an arithmetic matching based on data similarities and is additionally capable of including RDFS semantics such as rdfs:subClassOf relationships. For instance, if one context provider emits foaf:Person instances and another context provider requires foaf:Agent instances as input data, the matching algorithm detects the compatibility between these differing concepts since foaf:Person is a subclass of foaf:Agent according to the FOAF ontology.

Context Dispatcher The context dispatcher is notified by context providers whenever a context description has changed. Before propagating updated context descriptions to data provider components, the dispatcher performs additional processing on the data, like inference and consolidation. Currently, the reasoning component uses a combination of hard-coded rules. Additionally a lightweight rule-based reasoner has been integrated into the framework, which enables the context dispatcher to dynamically adapt new reasoning rules. Context descriptions are forwarded not only to data providers, but also back to context providers, so that they are enabled to mutually reuse and augment their context descriptions.

Communication between the context providers and the context dispatcher is realized via a con-

---

28 According to the RDF semantics it is possible to specify optional data, although they will not be considered by the orchestration framework in its current version.

29 Figure 4 depicts an example of augmenting GPS-coordinates with data from the GeoNames.org web service.
<urn:uuid:b772a3a2-46d4-4c43-8f71-7080915ddba7>
   a ddesc:ContextProvider ;
   ddesc:input [;
      ddesc:vocabulary [
         ddesc:namespace <http://www.semanticdesktop.org/ontologies/ncal#> ;
         ddesc:concepts [
            ddesc:mandatory ncal:Attendee, ncal:Calendar, ncal:Event ;
            ddesc:optional ncal:Organizer, ncal:EventStatus ] ;
         ddesc:properties [
            ddesc:mandatory ncal:member, ncal:method ;
   ] ;
   ddesc:output [;
      ddesc:vocabulary [
         ddesc:namespace <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> ;
         ddesc:concepts [
            ddesc:mandatory foaf:Organization, foaf:Person ] ;
         ddesc:properties [

Fig. 2. Exemplary data description for a complementary context provider for extracting contact data from calendar entries

text description queue that not only buffers the most recent context updates, but also stores previous context updates for compensation strategies in case a context source is temporarily not available or malfunctioning. In such cases, the context dispatcher can revert to previously committed context description to continue the context acquisition process. However, the context dispatcher employs some logic to maintain consistency among aggregated context descriptions.

Global Context Model The global context model represents an aggregated version of all context providers’ context descriptions received by the context dispatcher. It is created whenever a primary context provider had detected a change in the context source it observes and delivered an updated context description. This context update will first be propagated to all complementary context providers to enrich it with additional data. When all context acquisition tasks are completed, the context dispatcher collects the updated context descriptions, aggregates them, applies reasoning rules, and creates the global context model while maintaining context completeness, consistency, and accuracy.

Data Providers Data providers receive aggregated context description models from the context dispatcher and subsequently provide data of any kind to the triple store. These data are usually retrieved from external data sources or may be generated by the data provider itself. For instance, a data provider may act upon changes of the current location and retrieve information about nearby points of interest. Each data provider is assigned a named graph under which it stores its data in the triple store.

In addition to the default data providers that merely retrieve data from remote sources and store them in the triple store, we have implemented a selective checkout data provider makes use of a partial versioning mechanism for RDF triples based on triple bitmaps [29] as well as a write-back data provider that synchronizes the partially replicated data back to the repository, if the latter supports write operations.

Triple Store The MobiSem triple store is designed to be a lightweight, efficient storage and
retrieval mechanism for RDF triples. It abstracts over the concrete storage mechanism that is used by the mobile platform\textsuperscript{30} and provides support for named graphs, persistence, and RDF serialization and de-serialization. We have developed a storage component that is backed by the SQLite database provided by the Android platform. Its table layout applies the normalized triple store approach; i.e., it stores triples within a Triple table that holds references to separate tables for resources and literals. Moreover, it provides lightweight support for named graphs; therefore the relational schema contains a separate Graph table. The storage component is wrapped by a Java class that maps all read and write access methods to corresponding operations on the underlying relational model; currently, it does not perform in-memory buffering or caching. However, it can be wrapped by an additional in-memory Graph instance (which provides faster access) that regularly synchronizes itself with the database-backed instance.

**Data Access API** Applications can use the MobiSem Data Access API to access data stored in the device’s local triple store. The API is implemented in the form of an Android ContentProvider and assigns to each replicated graph a unique URI, which can be used to access and retrieve the data contained in the graph.

Android content provides follow a well-defined URI schema that offers operating system-wide data access and data utilization. Through this URI, which has the form content://org.mobisem.rdfprovider/graph#<graphid>, triples can be retrieved, added, and deleted. In the background, this API hides the details of context processing and data replication from applications; from the outside the MobiSem framework looks like a common triple store whose data are regularly updated.

5. Implementation and Case Study

To demonstrate the feasibility of our architecture, we have implemented a prototypical framework plus an initial set of context and data providers. The selection of these components is based on the assumption that the information needs of a mobile user depend on their current context (e.g., their location) as well as their future context. In our scenario, we assume that the user will be on travel during the next three days, where a number of business meetings will take place. The user cannot rely on a stable network connection during this trip. Therefore it is desirable to transfer relevant information about the meetings and, in particular, the persons that will participate in the meetings to the mobile phone.

Our implementation is based on the Android platform\textsuperscript{31} and uses the µJena Framework (cf. Section 3.2.2) to process RDF graphs\textsuperscript{32}. In the following we demonstrate how the MobiSem framework can be used to proactively provide RDF data on the mobile device. Our objective is to permanently equip the user with data about people they are likely to meet in the upcoming days, as well as people that are based near the user’s current position. To accomplish this, different kinds of contextual information are utilized, including the device’s current position and the user’s calendar data.

**Context Acquisition** We have implemented three context providers: first, a location context sensor using the device’s built-in GPS unit to track geographical coordinates returns context descriptions that contain a context:currentLocation property to describe the coordinates of the current location (cf. Figure 3).

A second context provider uses the GeoNames service\textsuperscript{33} to resolve GPS coordinates to geographical entities. This component receives context updates from the context dispatcher, extracts properties that represent geographical coordinates, and returns information retrieved from the web service—in our example, a reference to a geographical entity as well as its name (cf. Figure 4).

In parallel, a third context provider regularly scans the user’s calendar and extracts all appointments within the next 72 hours. From these appointments the e-mail addresses of all participants

\textsuperscript{30}Most mobile systems use specific storage systems such as the Record Management System (J2ME compatible devices) or a SQLite database (Google Android).

\textsuperscript{31}http://developer.android.com

\textsuperscript{32}As shown in Section 6, µJena exposes a very weak performance compared to other RDF frameworks; however, more efficient implementations have been made available only recently. We plan to port our implementation to a more efficient RDF framework in the near future.

\textsuperscript{33}http://www.geonames.org
are extracted and returned, as depicted in Figure 5 (in this case, two e-mail addresses are returned). This context provider uses terms from the NEPO-MUK ontologies\(^{34}\) and from FOAF to indicate the resources that represent the e-mail addresses extracted from the calendar.

The context dispatcher—which receives notifications from the context providers every time a context value changes—buffers, combines, and enriches the context description graphs with additional information. It merges all resources typed as `context:Context` into a single one, assigns it a URI (enabling it to be referenced by other context descriptions), and adds a timestamp as well as a link to the preceding context descriptor. Moreover, it applies simple inference rules to the context model: for example, the `context:currentLocation` property has been defined as functional property (since we assume that the user can be at only one location at the same time), from which the reasoner can deduce that the two anonymous location resources returned by the different context providers are actually the same and can likewise be merged, as shown in Figure 6.

The context dispatcher distributes this aggregated context description model to all data providers in the system whenever a contextual change is detected. It is then up to each data provider to decide whether to initiate a new replication task, and which information from the context description they use for this purpose.

**Data Provisioning** We have implemented three example data providers that address different information needs and replicate data from different sources to the mobile device. One data provider uses the Sindice Semantic Web index\(^{35}\) to retrieve information from FOAF descriptions (which are distributed across the Web) based on the e-mail addresses found in the context description. This includes names, contact and location information, and personal interests of the user’s prospective business partners. Also, it includes the social network of the meeting participants and is therefore valuable information for business negotiations as well as smalltalk.

A second data provider retrieves triples about people that are based near the user’s current location by looking up resources that are `foaf:based_near` the current and future locations. This information allows the user to increase the effectiveness of their trip by scheduling additional meetings with these persons without additional travel costs.

A third data provider returns additional data from DBpedia about the user’s current and future locations, by reusing the GeoNames URI provided by the location context provider. By doing so, the user is automatically equipped with information about the locations they will visit, and about points of interests in their vicinity.

Any application built on top of this framework is now enabled to directly access these data via the MobiSem Data Access API. It could, for instance, iterate over all resources that are typed as `foaf:Person` and provide a list of names and phone numbers, disburdening the user from the need to manually search for this data in case they will miss an appointment and needs to notify the participants. The MobiSem framework entirely hides all context processing steps: an application is presented with a simple view on the triple store

\(^{34}\)http://www.semanticdesktop.org/ontologies

\(^{35}\)http://sindice.com
which is always populated with context-relevant information.

6. Performance Evaluation of Mobile Semantic Web Platforms

In the resource-limited context of mobile devices, efficient processing of RDF data is crucial. In order to obtain insights on the processing capabilities of modern mobile platforms, we have carried out a performance evaluation of the three existing mobile RDF frameworks Androjena, µJena, and Mobile RDF (cf. Section 3.2) on three different mobile devices. A very important factor of efficient processing is the time needed to create and store an RDF model in-memory, as this is usually the basis for further computation, analysis, inference, or transmission of data over a network.

6.1. Test Environment

The Android HTC G1, released in 2008, was one of the first Android devices available on the market and represents the entry-level device class. It contains a 32-bit Qualcomm MSM7201A RISC CPU that runs with a clock speed of 350 MHz. Tests on this device were performed with the standard memory capacity of 192 MB under the Android operating system version 1.6 update 4.

The Motorola Milestone was released in December 2009 and represents the middle-class of Android capable devices. It runs on a 32-bit TI OMAP3430 Superscalar ARM Cortex-A8 RISC CPU with a nominal clock speed of 600 MHz. On this device, the tests were performed with the standard memory capacity of 256 MB device under the operating system version 2.1 update 1.

Finally, we have tested a Samsung Galaxy S I9000 smartphone, which was released in Summer 2010. It uses a Qualcomm S5PC111 ARM Cortex-A8 core with a nominal clock speed of max. 1 GHz paired with a PowerVR SGX540 GPU chip. This device uses 512 MB main memory and runs the Android system version 2.1 update 1.

http://pdadb.net/index.php?m=specs&id=2298&c=samsung_gt-i9000_galaxy_s_16gb

---

<urn:uuid:baac630a-5cdb-4c79-92e6-6ce3d07419bc>
   a context:Context ;
   context:timestamp "2009-06-16T15:58:22"^^xsd:dateTime ;
   context:previous <urn:uuid:d3ee316b-5704-4893-acb9-df1495c79011> ;
   context:currentLocation [   
      geo:lat "48.175443" ;
      geo:long "16.375493" ;
   ] ;
   context:upcomingEvent [ ncal:attendee 
      [ foaf:mbox <mailto:bernhard.schandl@univie.ac.at> ] ,
      [ foaf:mbox <mailto:stefan.zander@univie.ac.at> ] . ] .
<http://sws.geonames.org/2761369/>
   a geonames:Feature ;
   rdfs:label "Vienna"@en .
We analyzed the creation time for RDF models of various sizes, ranging from 10 to 50,000 triples. These models represent the different model sizes that are involved in the context processing and data replication tasks performed by our framework, as described in Section 4. Typically, a single context provider emits very small models in the range of 10 to 100 triples, while a complete context model that has been aggregated from the single context providers may have several hundred to thousand triples in total. Data that are replicated from external sources may in principle be of arbitrary size, therefore we have scaled our tests up to 50,000 triples in a single RDF model.

The distribution of distinct subject, predicate, and object nodes has been estimated based on an analysis of the 2009 Billion Triple Challenge data set [29]. In these data we can observe that typically RDF data sets have a very high number of distinct object values and a low number of distinct predicates, while the number of distinct subjects ranges in between these boundaries. Each test was performed on the mobile device itself while being in normal operation mode, i.e., the usual system processes were running in parallel to our tests.

For each framework and device, we measured the total amount of time needed for creating an RDF model of a specific size (‘Execution Time’, measured in milliseconds). From these measurements we can calculate the standard deviation between different test runs for each size (‘Standard Deviation’) as well as the number of triples that the particular combination of a device and a framework is able to create and store in memory within one second (‘Triples per second’).

Table 1 represents the average execution times in milliseconds, the standard deviation in execution times among each single test run, and the triples per second ratio for each mobile RDF framework on the Android HTC G1 device, dependent on the model size. Tables 2 and 3 provide the like numbers for the Motorola Milestone and the Samsung Galaxy S I9000, respectively. Figures 7, 8, and 9 depict the number of processed triples per second, depending on the model size, for each of the three devices.

6.2. Results

From the numbers presented before, we can observe a similar behavior on all three tested platforms. Androjena and Mobile RDF exhibit very similar results, namely, a nearly constant processing time per triple, even with increasing model size. Although processing times of mobile RDF frameworks vary considerably across small context descriptions with sizes smaller than 500 triples (up to factor 10 on the Samsung Galaxy S I9000 using Mobile RDF for processing a model containing 100 triples), processing times normalize for models of size greater or equal than 1000 triples on the two frameworks. In general, we can observe that the Androjena and Mobile RDF are able to handle RDF graphs containing 20,000 or more triples, although the limiting factor is the device’s memory capacity. We can observe that the total execution time (in ms) for Androjena and Mobile RDF scales almost linearly with the size of context descriptions. The performance of µJena, on the contrary, decreases significantly with increasing model sizes, leading to very low processing times with models larger than 100 triples. µJena tests with more than 2,000 triples failed on all devices, making it basically unsuitable for the processing of voluminous RDF data.

Processing speed of Androjena ranges between 480 and 680 triples per second on an Android HTC G1, and 1000 and 2000 triples per second on a Motorola Milestone. Interestingly, on the Samsung Galaxy we can observe that the performance increases when models with more than 200 triples are processed. The performance of µJena constantly decreases with increasing model size on all three devices. Mobile RDF exhibits a similar performance behavior compared to Androjena where a significant increase in triples per second values on a Samsung Galaxy can be observed for models with more than 500 triples. In general, Mobile RDF has shown to be the most performant framework w.r.t. the amount of triples processed per second on all tested devices.

When comparing the different devices, we can observe the expected behavior that the Android HTC G1 exposes the weakest results due to its slow CPU and small main memory, leading to memory problems when creating models with 20,000 or more triples. The other devices expose a better performance, making them more suitable for processing larger volumes of RDF data. Only the Samsung Galaxy I S9000 was able to handle a model of 50,000 triples; on the other devices tests
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Size (Triples)</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1,000</th>
<th>2,000</th>
<th>5,000</th>
<th>10,000</th>
<th>20,000</th>
<th>50,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Androjena</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution Time (ms)</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>302.3</td>
<td>823.0</td>
<td>1,811.4</td>
<td>3,819.9</td>
<td>10,069.7</td>
<td>20,343.0</td>
<td>41,627.3</td>
<td>DNF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>63.86</td>
<td>12.47</td>
<td>104.14</td>
<td>78.39</td>
<td>159.39</td>
<td>303.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triples per second</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>661</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>µJena</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution Time (ms)</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>147.0</td>
<td>553.3</td>
<td>2,118.9</td>
<td>9,914.4</td>
<td>67,168.3</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>10.74</td>
<td>15.47</td>
<td>22.96</td>
<td>116.82</td>
<td>12,668.76</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triples per second</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile RDF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution Time (ms)</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>181.4</td>
<td>601.7</td>
<td>1,222.9</td>
<td>2,644.2</td>
<td>6,318.2</td>
<td>12,515.4</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td>59.62</td>
<td>73.28</td>
<td>174.13</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triples per second</td>
<td>724</td>
<td>947</td>
<td>1,057</td>
<td>1,079</td>
<td>1,102</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>791</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>DNF</td>
<td>DNF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary we can see that modern mobile devices, in combination with recent RDF frameworks that are optimized for mobile devices, can without hesitation be used as the basis for Semantic Web applications on mobile devices. In further work, we aim to analyze the behavior of these devices w.r.t. modification and deletion operations, as well as querying and inference over RDF data, depending on the availability of such implementations.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

The notion of context and context-awareness are key factors in providing a selective RDF-based data replication infrastructure for mobile devices. We have outlined that traditional repli-
Fig. 7. Construction of RDF graphs (Android HTC G1)

Fig. 8. Construction of RDF graphs (Motorola Milestone)

Fig. 9. Construction of RDF graphs (Samsung Galaxy S I9000)

cation strategies do not hold in mobile scenarios for several reasons. They should be improved by considering current and future users’ information needs as well as the different contexts they are operating in, thus replicating only selected subsets of the base data. We therefore adopted the notion of context and context-awareness and synthesized it with semantic technologies since they provide the necessary flexibility and expressivity for context-dependent RDF-based data replication on mobile devices. Our framework employs a loose coupling between context acquisition and data provisioning components, gained by applying semantic technologies (data models, vocabularies, inference) to interpret and process context information. We implemented an example scenario in which personal information from Linked Data sources is replicated based on the user’s current location and upcoming appointments. Our performance evaluation has shown that the performance of current RDF processing frameworks, deployed on state-of-the-art mobile devices, is acceptable for the processing of RDF models of several thousand triples.

Although we have demonstrated that semantic technologies can provide substantial contributions in realizing a mobile context-aware infrastructure for RDF-based data replication, there are still some open issues that need to be addressed in future research: the integration of dynamically discovered context sources is a challenge most context-management frameworks face, especially in ubiquitous environments. We therefore plan to investigate additional methods for dynamic context source discovery and integration as well as heuristics for transforming sensorial data into qualitative context descriptions. Currently, our framework does not include feedback loops that would allow for adjusting context acquisition and aggregation tasks according to data provisioning needs, and it lacks advanced reasoning capabilities, which we plan to address in future work.
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